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OPINION

An Invitation Is a Powerful Thing & An
Opportunity That Cannot Be Ignored
By Rich O'Brien, Operations Manager, PGA Hope

As a golf writer, for many years, my colleagues wrote stories
suggesting that the game of golf was dying because it is too
di cult for new players to learn. They often have cited as
evidence that the number of new players learning the game is
about equal to the number of players leaving the game. The
theory was that new players would become interested in the
game and then quit when they became frustrated because it
was just too hard to play well. As a member of the Board of
Directors for the National Alliance for Accessible Golf, I
believe that this type of super cial overview of the numbers
does not paint an accurate picture of what is really
happening... READ MORE >>

How Barter Agreement Language Could Be
Sinking Your Pro ts
By John Brown, CEO, Brown Golf Management

As the golf technology landscape has changed, companies like
GOLFNOW and EZLinks began to o er more and more tools to
golf course operators. These tools consisted of items like
hardware, point of sales systems, marketing tools, websites,
reservation centers, email tools, and of course distribution on
third-party platforms. In exchange for these tools, GOLFNOW
and EZLinks asked for more trade. In addition, these
technology relationships were outlined with a formal
agreement by the parties. Here is an overview of key areas
that every operator should understand when entering into a
barter agreement and areas that could have an immense
impact on your pro tability... READ MORE >>

John Brown (above) and Damon DeVito will facilitate a lively discussion in our rst Bright Ideas Showcase, tackling
new ideas owners and operators are utilizing to not only move the needle, but push that needle in new and exciting
directions, with a focus on golf operations, simulation, entertainment, instruction and MUCH more!

It's just one of TEN can't-miss, business-critical sessions at RevCon20, which starts TODAY at 11:45am ET. You can
STILL attend this virtual event FOR FREE by clicking here!

FROM AROUND THE INDUSTRY
Brierwood Country Club owners to abandon membership model for public course

(The Bu alo

News)

Once on the brink of closing, Wiltwyck Golf Club in Kingston back in the swing of things

(Daily

Freeman)

What's in a name? For some clubs in the South, uneasy ties to the Confederacy

(Golf Digest)

How an Air Force pilot teamed with Jack Nicklaus to build a golf course with a higher
purpose (Golf.com)
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Sand Hollow Resort: E ciency with Behind-the-Scenes Technology
Golfers are accustomed to seeing technology in use at the resort
destinations they visit. Often, though, it’s the technology they
don’t see, in full bloom behind the scenes, that colors their
experience, enhances their stay and encourages them to return.
This is true at Sand Hollow Resort, in Hurricane, Utah... READ MORE
>>

Flying in High Style at Bella Collina
When it comes to amenities and lifestyle at Bella Collina, a highend private club community on the outskirts of Orlando, it is hard
to beat the club’s signature clubhouse (“The Castle”) ... READ MORE
>>

The NGCOA strives to provide
guidance, interpretation and
suggestions for action when it comes
to industry related challenges.

Did you miss the latest Golf Business
LIVE with special guest Jerry Tarde
(35 year Editor-in-Chief of Golf
Digest)? Click here to watch!

The Golf Business Podcast brings you
a new piece of original, curated,
informative content to help your golf
course business thrive and grow.

Share Golf Business WEEKLY with a Friend!
Do you know someone who should be reading Golf Business WEEKLY? We encourage you to
forward this email to your colleagues and peers so they can enjoy the latest business-tobusiness news about the golf industry. CLICK HERE to subscribe.
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